Maintenance Cleaning Details
Our 50-point checklist:
Baths and Powder Rooms
1. Tub or shower stall scrubbed, sanitized, and polished
2. Shower glass doors cleaned
3. Sink scrubbed and sanitized
4. Mirror shined
5. Cabinet fronts wiped clean
6. Dust, wipe and/or shine all decorative items
7. Light fixtures dusted
8. Commode cleaned and sanitized inside and out
9. Baseboards and door frames washed as needed
10. Floor vacuumed and washed
Kitchen
11. Cabinet fronts washed
12. Stove top rings and/or surface cleaned and polished
13. Oven exterior cleaned (interior on request and would be extra)
14. Refrigerator exterior cleaned (interior on request and would be extra)
15. Dishwasher exterior cleaned
16. Microwave cleaned inside and out
17. Small appliances exterior cleaned
18. Countertops sanitized and polished
19. Sink scrubbed, sanitized and polished
20. Dust, wipe and/or shine all decorative items
21. Kitchen table and chairs washed
22. Baseboards and door frames washed as needed
23. Floor vacuumed and washed every visit, and scrubbed when needed
Dusting (there are hundreds of items done while dusting – this list is our major highlights)
24. Ceiling fans
25. Doors and door frames
26. Window sills
27. Blinds and/or shutters
28. Side tables, end tables, coffee tables
29. Open shelving (moving books and stacked items on request and would be extra)
30. Pictures, mirrors and other wall hangings
31. Bed headboards and footboards
32. Lamps and light fixtures (some more intricate chandeliers may be extra)
33. TVs and other electronics (we do not move these items)
34. Mantles (where applicable)
35. Knick knacks and bric-a-brac

36. Chair rails and baseboards
37. Vent covers
Vacuuming
38. Vacuum under beds as far as possible (remove items stored under beds would be extra)
39. Vacuum under tables and chairs as far as possible
40. Vacuum inside closets (on request – leave door ajar-if closet is closed that means off-limits –
moving all items on floor would be extra)
41. Stairs vacuumed and/or dusted
42. Vacuum upholstered sofas and chairs
43. Wipe down all leather sofas and chairs
44. Edge around baseboards as needed
45. Vacuum all carpets with our powerhead
46. Vacuum all hard surface floors with our floor brush
47. Dry dust mop or wash all hard surface floors (by customer preference)
Empty Waste Baskets
48. Trash is collected throughout the home. Please leave it out if it is inside a cabinet or off-limits
closet.
49. Once complete the bag placed with your trash can
Change Bed Linens (optional)
50. Leave fresh linens on each bed you would like to have changed. If you have a special way or
technique for your bed linens, please let us know.

Do you have an especially irritating chore that’s not listed? Contact us and we’ll try to help.
Email office@maidbrigademd.com or call 301-424-MAID (6243)
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